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Introduction

The trustees of four trusts, known as the Y, V, W and X Trusts (together the TrustsTrusts) approached

the Jersey Royal Court (the CourtCourt) to seek its blessing in respect of a momentous decision to (i)

exclude from the bene cial class the future spouses, widows and widowers of bene ciaries of

the Trusts and (ii) to establish a separate trust in which spouses, widows and widowers would be

included in the bene cial class. The Trusts had been subject to a history of litigation involving

wider family members and it was in this context that the trustees of the Trusts (the TrusteesTrustees)

sought the Court's blessing for its decision to amend the terms of the Trusts to mitigate the risks

of further litigation for the bene t of current and future bene ciaries.

Although the judgment is focused on the role of the Court in blessing a trustee's momentous

decision, the judgment also clari es the relevant considerations for a trustee when exercising a

power of exclusion. Fundamentally, any trustee exercising a power of exclusion needs to have

properly taken into consideration the interests of those being excluded, otherwise a decision to

exclude is vulnerable to being struck down.

The judgment also highlights some of the practical di culties for trustees and their legal

advisers when seeking to "divorce proof" a trust structure against future claims by spouses of

bene ciaries on any future divorce. In this case, the proposed steps to "divorce proof" the

structure removed a large degree of the exibility of the trusts to meet changing circumstances

and crucially left a number of key questions unanswered. If trustees and their legal advisers are

looking to protect a trust or trusts against the possibility of future divorce claims then the

proposed structuring steps must be carefully considered and, if a blessing of the Court is sought
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i. the trustee's decision has been formed in good faith;

ii. the decision is one which a reasonable trustee properly instructed could have reached; and

iii. the decision has not been vitiated by any actual or potential con ict of interest

to the momentous decision, then the full rationale for the structuring steps needs to be

presented to the Court.

Facts

The Trusts were established for the bene t of a husband (B), wife (C) and their two children (D

and E) and their remoter issue and future spouses. As such the Trustees were bound to consider

the interests of B,C D, E and all of the unborn remoter issue and unascertained and unborn

future spouses when making its decision regarding the amendment to the Trusts.

The amendments to the Trusts proposed by the Trustees were motivated by a desire to mitigate

the risk to the Trusts of future litigation. It was considered that claims brought against the Trusts

in the context of matrimonial litigation presented the greatest risk. The Trustees instructed

English counsel (CounselCounsel) to advise on steps proposed to protect the Trusts. The opinion

provided by Counsel advised that future spouses should be irrevocably excluded from bene t

under the Trusts and that the power to add bene ciaries to the Trusts should also be removed.

This advice was provided with regard to the powers of English matrimonial courts and in

particular with respect to the risk of an English court deeming the Trusts to be so called "nuptial

settlements".

In addition to the exclusion of future spouses, widows and widowers, Counsel advised that an

additional trust should be established under which such spouses, widows and widowers were not

excluded from the bene cial class. The principle purpose of this separate trust was to set aside

certain assets that could be used to satisfy pre-agreed nuptial agreements without bringing the

initial Trusts within the scope of any potential matrimonial settlement. This separate trust was to

be funded with a signi cantly lower nancial value than the existing Trusts.

The Law - Blessing a Momentous DecisionThe Law - Blessing a Momentous Decision

The case of Representation of Otto Poon Trust [2015] JCA 109 sets out the well-established test

for the Royal Court to follow when considering the blessing of a momentous decision. This test

can be brie y summarised as requiring the Court to satisfy itself that:

The case of Otto Poon adopts the approach taken in England in accordance with the well-known

test in Public Trustee v Cooper [2001] WTLR 90C.

Decision

In applying the test regarding the blessing of momentous decisions, the Court ultimately
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decided that by the proposed amendment to the Trusts (i) the Trustees would be acting in good

faith; and (ii) the decision of the Trustees would not have been vitiated by any actual or

potential con ict. However, the Court found that it was unable to satisfy itself that the decision

was one that a reasonable trustee properly instructed could have reached and declined to bless

the momentous decision.

In reaching their decision the Court highlighted that they did not consider there was su cient

detail as to how the separate trust from which the spouses, widows and widowers could bene t

would operate. In particular, the Court highlighted that the separate trust would have to be held

inde nitely pending an event (ie a potential matrimonial claim) which may never occur. In these

circumstances it was not clear how existing family members could bene t from the trust given

that the rationale for the trust was to meet claims arising from a divorce which may never

materialise. The Court also noted that widows and widowers of potentially happy marriages that

had produced children would also be excluded from bene t. The Court was not clear as to what

threat of litigation such persons posed. The Court also noted that if D and E declined to enter

into pre-nuptial agreements and did not have children then the entirety of the trust fund could

pass to charity. The Court considered that the risk of potential claims from spouses, widows and

widowers to be too remote to justify their exclusion from the Trusts.

Taking into account all these issues the Court felt su ciently uncomfortable with what was

proposed to be in doubt as to its "propriety" and declined to bless the Trustees' decision.

Discussion

Momentous Decision Blessing ApplicationsMomentous Decision Blessing Applications

In its judgment, the Court indicated that it felt no need to depart from the test for blessing

momentous decisions as set out in Otto Poon. In particular, the Court highlighted that a

potential fourth requirement – that the trustee must also prove in detail that it has given proper

consideration to the matter under scrutiny – was considered and rejected in Otto Poon. The

Court in this case noted that this potential fourth requirement did not form part of the test for

blessing momentous decisions and did not consider this test further.

That being said, the Court felt it was unable to satisfy itself that the proposed amendment was

one that a reasonable trustee properly instructed could have reached. This has typically been

seen as a relatively low threshold in the past although in this case the Court stated in its

judgment that it was "left su ciently uncomfortable with what is proposed to be in doubt as to

its propriety". This was deemed su cient for the Court to decline to bless the decision.

The word "propriety" has a number of meanings but used in this context our view is that the

Court had serious reservations as to the appropriateness or suitability of the proposal when

looked at as a whole. Fundamentally the proposal lacked rightness or justness towards those

bene ciaries being excluded.
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The lesson for trustees is to think through fully and carefully any structuring proposal before

asking the Court to bless it  – if the grounds for the proposal are awed or raise material

unanswered questions then trustees may struggle to obtain the Court's blessing on the grounds

that the proposal is not one that a reasonable trustee properly instructed could have reached.

Exclusion of Bene ciariesExclusion of Bene ciaries

In relation to the exclusion of bene ciaries from a bene cial class, this case demonstrates that

the Court will be unwilling to support the exclusion of bene ciaries where it is considered that

their interests have not been properly taken into account. In this case, the potential

bene ciaries being excluded (ie the spouses, widows and widowers of family members) were

either unascertained or unborn. On the issue of exclusion of a bene ciary, the Court referred

again to the Otto Poon judgment which con rmed that where the interests of those excluded

have not been properly taken into account, a decision to exclude can be struck down.

The Court noted that the proposal sought to narrow the bene cial class in the context of trust

deeds in which there is power to exclude bene ciaries but no power to add bene ciaries. On the

facts the interests of the unborn and unascertained spouses, widows and widowers would

clearly not be served by being excluded. The Court concluded that the proposal placed too much

weight on reducing litigation risks at the expense of the unborn and unascertained spouses,

widows and widowers.

In addition, the Court emphasised that the risk that the potential bene ciaries being excluded

posed to the Trusts was remote on the basis that not all marriages of bene ciaries will pose a

threat to the Trusts. In particular, the Court highlighted in its judgment that the proposed

exclusion of spouses, widows and widowers only bene tted the remaining bene ciaries to the

extent that claims against the Trusts actually arose from the breakdown of marriages. As such

the relevance of this risk was not considered signi cant enough to justify the exclusion of

potential bene ciaries. When seeking to exclude persons from a bene cial class on the basis of

the risk they pose to the wider class it is therefore evident that trustees will need to be con dent

that the risk posed is real and su ciently imminent.

Conclusions

The decision clari es the jurisdiction of the Court to bless a decision of momentous character by

a trustee. The three limb test in Otto Poon, which adopts a similar approach to Public Trustee v

Cooper, was approved. 

On the second limb of the test, namely ensuring that "... the decision is one which a reasonable

trustee properly instructed could have reached", trustees need to ensure that the rationale for

the proposal is fully thought through. There should not be material questions on the proposal

which remain unanswered. A reasonable trustee properly instructed will be expected to have

fully considered the overall rationale of the proposal. To the extent the rationale is awed or
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there remain material questions unanswered then the Court has made it clear that it may

decline to bless the proposal.

On exercise of the power of exclusion trustees need to consider the interests of those excluded.

Although not cited in this case, we note that in the case of Re C Trust [2012] JRC 086B, the Court

found "that a power to exclude bene ciaries (e ectively a decision to amend the Trust) is a

power to be used sparingly and in exceptional circumstances". It is therefore important that the

Trustees consider carefully when taking such steps.

From a structuring perspective, the judgment highlights the di culty of trying to hardwire into

trusts overly restrictive provisions designed to protect the trust assets against future claims in

divorce (if any). Clearly steps can be taken here to mitigate risk but such steps need to be

proportionate to the speci c circumstances and not overly prescriptive. It is usually key that a

degree of exibility is maintained to allow a trust to meet changing circumstances.
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